Rolling IV Stands

Designed to meet your needs for stable and secure transport

Fresenius Kabi offers an extensive portfolio of configurations that are designed for stability, mobility and flexibility.
Rolling IV Stands

An extensive portfolio of configurations and features to meet your requirements

**Brushed stainless steel construction** - Brushed finish reduces risk of medical devices slipping or shimmying down the pole or spinning around the pole. Brushed stainless steel is easy to clean and reduces appearance of fingerprints.

**Rake top hooks** - Horizontal lay-out of the 8-hook rake top is a space saving way to organize the primary and secondary containers allowing the clinician to easily view the solution containers.

**Telescoping, slow descending inner pole** - The dampener mechanism allows for adjustment of the pole height while IV bags are on the hooks minimizing potential for a rapid drop in pole height.

**Heavy duty base** - Heavy duty base reduces the likelihood of IV stand tipping or becoming top-heavy.

**Premium rubber casters with sealed ball bearings** - Move easily and quietly making patient transport smooth.

RD-0710A for up to 3 Agilia® Branded Pumps
- Five-legged detachable heavyweight base, 22 inch diameter with sky-white epoxy finish
- Pole is 96 inches fully extended, 68 inches compressed
- Available patient support handle (RD-728)

RD-0710B for up to 4 Agilia Branded Pumps
- Heavyweight base with six legs, 25 inch diameter with sky-white epoxy finish
- Mounting platform
- Pole is 77 inches fully extended, 68 inches compressed
- Available patient support handle (RD-728)

RD-0711 for up to 8 Agilia Branded Pumps
- Heavyweight base six-legged, 25 inch diameter with sky-white epoxy finish
- Electrical strip with four outlets with cord wrap and protective cover
- Patient support handle with utility tray
- CenterG off-set stainless steel pump adapter with 2 slow descending inner poles
- Platform to rest instruments on during attachment
- Two 8 stainless steel rake hook tops
- Pole is 76 inches fully extended, 66 inches compressed

RD-0713 for up to 8 Agilia Branded Pumps
- Heavyweight base six-legged, 25 inch diameter with sky-white epoxy finish
- Patient support handle
- CenterG off-set stainless steel pole mount with slow descending inner pole
- Eight stainless steel rake hook top, Four stainless steel side hooks
- Mounting shelf
- Pole is 82.5 inches fully extended, 71.5 inches compressed

Refer to the product Operator’s Manual and/or Instructions For Use for a complete list of warnings and precautions associated with this product.

Agilia is a registered trademark of Fresenius Kabi AG